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State distribution in hydrogenated microcrystalline silicon
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We have been able to determine the density of states map in the band gap of a semiconductor by the
measurement of the phototransport properties of its majority and minority carriers. In particular we found that
the carrier recombination insingle-phasehydrogenated microcrystalline silicon (mc-Si:H) is significantly
different from the one in hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) and that it is controlled only by its two
band tails. The comparison of the observed temperature dependence of the phototransport properties of this
material with model simulations further suggests that, while the conduction-band tail has an exponential
distribution of states, the valence-band-tail states have a Gaussian-like distribution. This, in turn, meets the
challenge of the determination of the analytical shape of the density of states distribution from experimental
data. Our experimental procedure implies then that this distribution is associated with the route through which
the transport and phototransport take place and thus we conclude that both the recombination and transport in
undoped single-phasemc-Si:H take place in the disordered layer that wraps the crystallites. We further con-
clude that, from the transport and phototransport points of view, the single-phasemc-Si:H is, in general,
different from both polycrystalline silicon anda-Si:H. The polycrystalline-silicon-like behavior, when found,
appears to be an asymptotic case in which the crystallites are large enough, while thea-Si:H behavior prevails
only when there is a significant content of its phase within the system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of the higher efficiency and stabi
of solar cells based on hydrogenated microcrystalline sili
(mc-Si:H) this material has been studied intensively1–3 from
both the applications1 ~that utilize hydrogenated amorphou
silicon technology! and basic physics4–7 points of view. In
spite of the corresponding wide interest in the transport
phototransport properties of this system2 the understanding
of these properties is still at a rudimentary level4 and very
little is known about the localized state distribution in it. Th
main problem in the basic understanding of this materia
that its heterogeneous composition may contain, in princi
at least three well-defined phases. These are the silicon
crocrystallites, the hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H)
and the voids. In addition there are the disordered silic
tissues, or the boundaries, between each two of the diffe
phases.2,8,9 Such are the boundaries between adjacent c
tallites and disordered layers that encapsulate the column
crystallites8 that are formed upon the deposition of th
mc-Si:H layers. In fact,mc-Si:H, as studied and describe
thus far, is actually a wide class of materials rather tha
well-defined system.8 This problem was often overlooke
yielding questions such as ‘‘why is the transport inmc-Si:H
so similar to that ina-Si:H?’’ 2 Hence, it is not clear if mea
sured properties9–14 that are usually similar to those found
a-Si:H are inherent in themc-Si:H system or are they th
contribution of the amorphous phase. For example, the tr
port properties were explained13,15,16by intercrystallite per-
colation models, conduction in thea-Si:H phase17 and/or
conduction via the above-mentioned layers.12,18 Examples
for the unclear situation are the works10,11 in which the re-
0163-1829/2004/69~3!/035203~19!/$22.50 69 0352
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sults can be identified as due to the presence of thea-Si:H
phase, but the authors attributed them to be meaningful
tures of the heterogeneousmc-Si:H system. In the few case
where the contributions of the various phases were con
ered, general statements concerning the importance of
boundaries were usually given, but no specific models h
been suggested.5,7,12 Specific models were proposed only
very few studies.8,13,14

A fundamental issue that has not been resolved for
mc-Si:H systems is their density of states~DOS! map. While
a few partial~only in the proximity of the conduction-ban
edge! DOS maps were proposed,14,19a full DOS map for any
mc-Si:H systems has not been reported. In particular, si
the system is ill defined, the states observed in the co
sponding pseudogaps can be attributed to the various ph
and boundaries. Of these, the contribution of thea-Si:H
phase may be responsible for the observed dangling bo
but these may also belong to the above-mentioned layers20,21

Following the above considerations we have carried ou
comprehensive study of the DOS in samples of the m
simpler single-phasemc-Si:H system that we define here a
a phase that consists only of silicon microcrystallites a
their boundaries. This study is expected then to enable
distinction between the contribution of the network of t
microcrystallites and the contribution of thea-Si:H phase in
the heterogeneous systems that are commonly studied
particular we expected that since our experimental metho22

involves transport and phototransport measurements,
derivation of a DOS map would also yield information o
the transport routes in this system and shed light on the
servations in the heterogeneous systems.

In this paper, we are able to show that the single-ph
©2004 The American Physical Society03-1
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mc-Si:H is very clearly distinguishable froma-Si:H in the
behavior of its phototransport and to derive a full map of
states inmc-Si:H systems in general and in the single-pha
material in particular. Our analysis shows that in our sing
phasemc-Si:H the dominant recombination centers, as
chalcogenides,23,24are the band tails. In addition, we provid
here an experimental confirmation of the Rose theory25 for
recombination in band-tail systems, and we meet
challenge26 of an experimental determination of the analy
cal shape of the DOS of the band tails. The presently deri
DOS map has then consequences on the understanding o
transport and phototransport properties ofmc-Si:H,
chalcogenide,23,24 and porous27 semiconductors.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II we g
the experimental details and in Sec. III we present the
perimental results and discuss them. In Sec. IV we desc
our comprehensive modeling study and in Sec. V we de
the most likely DOS map of the system at hand. Finally,
Sec. VI, we discuss the implication of the derived DOS m
on the problem of the transport and phototransport routes
mechanisms inmc-Si:H.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

It is well known14,28,29that under high hydrogen dilution
variousa-Si:H-like deposition methods yieldmc-Si:H mate-
rials. In this work we have studied two sets of single-pha
mc-Si:H samples prepared by the hot wire~HW! chemical
vapor deposition technique under very high hydrogen d
tion ~90%!. The second set was prepared under the sa
conditions but a year later in order to ensure the reprod
ibility of the experimental behaviors. Since the results w
much the same we concentrate in this paper on those tha
obtained on one of the samples. For comparison, we h
also examined the phototransport ofa-Si:H films prepared
under exactly the same conditions~substrate temperature o
175 °C! but with no hydrogen dilution. The details of th
latter study and its results have been presented previous22

The substrate we used for the study of the transport
phototransport properties was Corning 7059 glass.
preparation of ourmc-Si:H samples and some of their roo
temperature structural, optical, and electrical properties h
already been described.28 In particular, the typical crystallite
size in our samples is between 10 and 20 nm. For the pre
purpose, this and the fact that the Raman spectrum ana
has revealedno a-Si:H phase in themc-Si:H materials and
no mc-Si:H phase in the a-Si:H materialsare of great sig-
nificance.

Our transport studies were carried out using our stand
two-probe~silver-evaporated! measurements27 as a function
of temperature. In our phototransport measurements30 we
have applied a He-Ne laser illumination that supplied
power of 7 mW, yielding a maximum generation rate,G, of
1021 cm23 sec21 carrier pairs. For the determination of th
dependence of the phototransport properties on this rate
have variedG between that rate and 1019 cm23 sec21. This
relatively high generation rate is required in order to ena
the linear conditions necessary for the application of the p
tocarrier grating technique.30,31 The important point is, how-
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ever, that we have used in the present study exactly the s
conditions that we have applied previously in all o
studies22,30 of a-Si:H and in particular on thea-Si:H
samples22 that were prepared~apart from the hydrogen dilu
tion! under the same conditions as the currently investiga
single-phasemc-Si:H samples. This ensures that we reve
reliably the differences in the DOS maps of the two phas
The experimental technique and the derivation of the p
totransport properties were as we have described in g
detail previously.22,30,31

Briefly, we measured the photoconductivysph, the light
intensity ~and thus the carrier generation rateG!, the ambi-
polar diffusion lengthL, and the temperatureT. We derived
then the mobility-lifetime product of the majority carrier
~here the electrons! from the relation (mt)e[me(n2n0)/G
5sph/Gq, whereq is the electronic charge,me is the elec-
tron mobility, n is the free-electron concentration, andn0 is
this concentration under equilibrium~in the dark!. Similarly,
we derived the mobility-lifetime product of the minority ca
riers ~here the holes! from the relation (mt)h[mh(p
2p0)/G5qL2/2kT. Herep is the concentration of the fre
holes andp0 is their concentration in the dark, andk is Bolt-
zmann’s constant. Assuming a power law dependence
(mt)e and (mt)h on G, we experimentally obtain the ligh
intensity exponentsge and gh from the relationsge21
5d@ log(mt)e#/d@logG# andgh215d@ log(mt)h#/d@logG#.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

From the temperature dependence of the dark conduc
ity s we found the significant parameters of the conductiv
that is described by the relations5s0 exp(2Ea /kT). For
temperatures above 200 K, the conductivity activation
ergy was found to beEa50.34 eV and the conductivity pref
actor was found to bes055 (V cm)21. Recalling the con-
ventional consensus5,12 that undopedmc-Si:H is n type, and
using the common corresponding procedure17,27,32for the de-
termination of the position of the dark Fermi level,EF , with
respect to the conduction-band edge,Ec @i.e., the enforce-
ment of the prefactor ofs05150 (V cm)21], we got the
value ofEc2EF50.46 eV that we will apply below. This is
in contrast with the Ec2EF50.65 eV value that we
obtained22 for our ‘‘hot wire’’ a-Si:H material and the simi-
lar typical values obtained30 for undopeda-Si:H.

Let us turn now to the results of the well-defined fo
phototransport properties25,33,34from which we derive in Sec.
V the density of states distribution. Since all the evidence
the literature5,35,36 is that undopeda-Si:H and undoped
mc-Si:H are n-type photoconductors, we assumed that
measuredmt product of the majority carrier~i.e., the one that
dominates the photoconductivity! is the mobility-lifetime
product of the electrons. Correspondingly, we denote h
themt product that is determined from the photoconductiv
by (mt)e . In Fig. 1~a! we show the typical temperature de
pendence of (mt)e of our single-phasemc-Si:H samples. We
note first that the room temperature value obtained for
majority carriermt product is in excellent agreement wit
previous results5,12,37on mc-Si:H. More importantly, we see
that, with the increase of the temperature there is a mo
3-2
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tonic increase of about an order of magnitude in (mt)e . This
is a very general behavior that is typical of recombination
both a single level25,33 or band tails.25,33,35We further note
that in contrast to this monotonic behavior, there is a n
monotonic behavior in systems where there is an appreci
concentration of dangling bonds. In those systems ther
competition between the recombination in the dangl
bonds and in a band tail. The latter process is accompa
then by the thermal quenching and sensitizat
phenomena25,33 that are well known and quite well unde
stood ina-Si:H.22,30,33,36

In Fig. 1~b! we see a monotonic decrease of the lig
intensity exponentge with temperature. This result is consi
tent with the recombination in an exponential distribution
band-tail states.25,26 The corresponding quantitative predi
tion of the simple theory of Rose25 for such a distribution is
that the value ofge is given by

ge5Tc /~T1Tc!, ~1!

where kTc (5Ec0) is the width of the exponentia
conduction-band tail. The results shown in Fig. 1~b! are well
fitted by a value ofkTc528 meV. The value we found the
is in excellent agreement with the well-known conductio
band-tail width ina-Si:H.36 The increase ofge at higher
temperatures is simply associated with the effect of therm
generated carriers, which will not be discussed here.

Both the results of (mt)e and ge show that there is no
evidence for thermal quenching in the temperature dep
dence of (mt)e and for a corresponding sensitization that
known22,25,36to be manifested by a peak in the temperat
dependence ofge with ge.1 values. Considering the fac
that the present measurements were taken under exactl
same conditions that were applied to our HWa-Si:H
samples,22 the lack of these effects, in our present sing
phasemc-Si:H, suggests that there are no detectable d
gling bonds here~see Sec. V!. Rather, what we observe he
appears to be a ‘‘pure’’ contribution of the conduction-ban
tail states to the recombination. Support for this conclus
follows also from the partial DOS map that were deduc
independently from photocurrent transients and modula

FIG. 1. Our experimentally determined temperature depende
of the four phototransport properties of a sample of single-ph
microcrystalline silicon that was deposited by the chemical va
deposition–hot wire technique. The curves are guides to the e
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photocurrent~MPC! measurements14 and from the very large
response times observed38 in mc-Si:H.

Following these findings we note that the nature of t
states through which the recombination actually takes pl
is not disclosed by the above-described results. In fact,
know35 that such results reveal essentially only the nature
the states that enable the charge neutrality compensation
not the ones in which the main recombination takes place
find the latter states we must follow then the recombinat
in the states through which this process does take place
other words, if we adopt the above picture of the conducti
band tail the above results cannot discern the states wher
recombination actually takes place. The latter states can
revealed, however, by the study of the phototransport pr
erties of the minority carriers, in our case, the holes.

The complementary measurement we are using is
signed then for the determination of the phototransport pr
erties of the holes, and these are associated with the
distribution in the rest of the pseudogap. In Fig. 1~c! we
show the results of our measured (mt)h as a function of
temperature. We see that there is a monotonic increase o
mobility-lifetime product of the minority carriers with tem
perature. The simultaneous monotonic increases of (mt)e
and (mt)h is typical, as well as expected, in the presence
two band tails. Indeed, this is also the expected behavio
a-Si:H in the absence of dangling bonds.35,36In particular, as
we will show here, the decisive information is derive
mainly from the monotonic temperature dependence of
corresponding light intensity exponent of the minority car
ers,gh . The temperature dependence ofgh is presented in
Fig. 1~d!. Having the four dependencies of Fig. 1 we turn
to deduce the DOS map in our single-phasemc-Si:H
samples by a comprehensive study of model simulations

IV. SOME DETAILS OF THE MODEL AND THE
COMPUTER SIMULATIONS

In general, the model, the parameters, and the proce
that we used, for the derivation of the computed DOS m
were similar to those used by Tran fora-Si:H.36 Our selec-
tion of the initial parameters followed, however, the inform
tion we had from our experimental study~see Sec. III! and/or
values given in the literature. The motivation for the partic
lar, but systematic, selection of some of the parameter
explained here and in the Appendix. We have carried ou
very comprehensive model-simulation study for vario
DOS distributions in order to account for the experimen
results given in Fig. 1. However, for the sake of brevitywe
present here only some of our results. In our simulation stud-
ies we went in fact beyond the scope that was considered
Tran by finding out the simplest model that can account
the data. We start with a brief outline of the model used
the simulations and then we introduce our computation p
cedure and the selection of the relevant parameters.

Consider a system ofm types of centers of which the
energy levelsEi are given within the band gapEc2Ev ,
where Ec and Ev are the conduction- and valence-ba
edges.33,36 These band edges have corresponding effec
densities of statesNc and Nv . The concentration of each

ce
e
r
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type of centers isNi and each type is characterized by
capture coefficients,Cni for the electrons andCpi for the
holes. Under a givenT andG there are steady state conce
trations ofn2n0 photoexcited electrons andp2p0 photoex-
cited holes wheren0 „5Nc exp$2@(Ec2EF)/kT#%… and p0 „

5Nv exp$2@(EF2Ev)/kT#%… are their corresponding concen
trations in the dark. Correspondingly, the concentration
electron occupied centers of typei under illumination isnti
and in the dark it isnti0 . The generation-recombination pro
cesses~at Ec , Ev , and eachEi) can be presented bym11
independent equations. In the steady state we have atEc the
generation ofG electrons as well as the thermal generat
from all types of centers,Sgci . These are balanced by th
recombination rates at all these centersSr ci :

G1Sgci2Sr ci50. ~2!

Similarity at each energy level the balance of thermal g
eration and the recombination yields that for eachi,

r ci2r v i1gv i2gci50, ~3!

where r v i is the rate of the recombination of the holes a
gv i is their thermal generation. The other equation that ha
be fulfilled is the charge neutrality condition that can be w
ten as

n2n02p1p01Snti2Snti050, ~4!

wherenti05Ni f (Ei2EF) and f (E)[1/@11exp(E/kT)#. We
have thenm12 independent equations with them12 un-
knowns, n, p, and nti . In the above equationsgci5ntieni
„whereeni5CniNc exp@2(Ec2Ei)/kT#…, r ci5Cnin(Ni2nti),
gv i5(Ni2nti)epi „where epi5CpiNv exp@2(Ei2Ev)/kT#…
and r v i5Cpipnti . To find the unknowns one has to solv
Eqs.~2!–~4!. We express the mobility-lifetime products from
the solvedn and p as for the experimental case by (mt)e
5me(n2n0)/G, and (mt)h5mh(p2p0)/G and the light in-
tensity exponents byge215d@ log(mt)e#/d@logG# and gh
215d@ log(mt)h#/d@logG#.

The above set of equations is well known and was use
numerous simulations.22,33,36 For the present work we ar
concerned in particular with two special sets of centers
fit into the above framework with some simple particu
modifications. We start with the correlated case of the d
gling bonds.36 These bonds constitute three possible state
positively charged donorlike stateD1 with an energyEdb, a
neutral state that also lies atEdb, and a negatively charge
acceptorlike stateD2 that lies atEdb1U, whereU is the
correlation energy. The occupation statistics of the state
determined by the corresponding ‘‘sum rule’’ of the occup
tion probabilitiesF11F01F251, where33,36

F15$11@~ep11nCn1!/~en01pCp0!#

3@11~ep01nCn0!/~en21pCp2!#%21,

F05$11~en01pCp0!/~ep11nCn1!

1~ep01nCn0!/~en21pCp2!%21.
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Here the subscriptn indicates the capture and emission
electrons and the subscriptp indicates the capture and emi
sion of holes. The second subscript indicates the ini
charge state of the dangling bond. The emission rates
above, are determined by the capture and emission u
equilibrium and are given byen05n0f 01Cn1 / f 00, en2

5n0f 00Cn0 / f 02 , ep05p0f 02Cp2 / f 00, and ep1

5p0f 00Cp0 / f 01 where the corresponding occupancy fun
tions f 01 , f 00, and f 02 are given byf 015$112 exp@(EF
2E)/kT#1exp@(2EF22E2U)/kT#%21, f 005$2 exp@(EF
2E)/kT#%f01 , and the sum rulef 011 f 001 f 0251. Here, the
first zero in the subscript indicates that the quantity is un
equilibrium condition, while the second subscript represe
the charge state of the dangling bond.

The net recombination process atD1 is determined by the
capture rate of electronsU15nCn1 and the emission rate o
holesep1 , while the recombination rate atD2 is determined
by the capture rate of holespCp2 and the emission rate o
electronsU45en2 . At D0 all four processes@see Eq.~3!#
take place; in particular, we recall the captureU25nCn0 and
the emissionU35en0 of the electrons. Considering the ele
trons, the contribution of the dangling bonds to the gene
generation-recombination equation@Eq. ~2!# is given by G
5U11U22U32U4 . Correspondingly, the change in th
negative charge in the dangling bonds due to the illuminat
@that has to be added into the charge neutrality condition
given by Eq.~4!# is Ndb@F012F22 f 022 f 0

2#, whereNdb is
the total concentration of the dangling bonds.

In our simulations, in addition to those presented in p
vious reports,22,30 we also evaluated the recombination
each of the dangling bond states as well as the concentra
of occupied centers of these states. Of course, the conce
tions of electron occupied dangling bondsD0 and D2 are
given byNdbF

0 andNdbF
2, and the corresponding recomb

nation rates areNdbnF1Cn1 , NdbF
0(nCn02en0), and

NdbF
2en2 . We note then that we can consider each dangl

bond state separately in Eqs.~2! and ~3!, but since their oc-
cupation is correlated we must include their effect simul
neously. This is done by the above inclusion ofSUi and the
charge neutrality condition in the global~conduction-band or
valence-band edge! recombination equation.

Let us turn now to the generalization of the above mo
to a set of centers that constitute a continuous distribution
statesNt(E). In this case, considering the detailed balance
each energyE, we have from Eq.~3! that the occupation
probability f t is given by f t(E)5nt(E)/Nt(E)5(Cnn
1Cpp)/@Cn(n1ns)1Cp(p1ps)#, wherent(E) is the con-
centration of the electron occupied states atE andNt(E) is
the total concentration of such states,ns5Nc exp@2(Ec
2E)/kT#, andps5Nv exp@2(E2Ev)/kT#. The total concentra-
tion of electron occupied states in the above distribution
given by

nt5E Nt~E! f t~E!dE, ~5!

where the integration is over the entire band gapEc2Ev .
Under equilibriumf t(E) is simply the Fermi-Dirac function
3-4
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STATE DISTRIBUTION IN HYDROGENATED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 035203 ~2004!
f t0(E) and the total concentration of electron occupied sta
is

nt05E Nt~E! f t0~E!dE. ~6!

The effective contribution of this type of states to the cha
neutrality equation@Eq. ~4!# is thennt2nt0 . The correspond-
ing net recombination rate through each level is as in
single-level case and is derived from Eq.~3! by noting that
the concentration of holes atE is Nt(E)2nt(E). For the case
of the continuous distribution of states we get

r c2gc5E Nt~E!@CnCp~np2n0p0!#/@Cn~n1ns!

1Cp~p1ps!#dE. ~7!

The main state distributions that we have considered
the present work were those of the exponential conduct
band tail and the Gaussian valence-band tail. The forme
defined by

N~E!5Nct0 exp@2~Ec2E!/Ec0#, ~8!

and the latter is defined by

N~E!5Nvt0 exp@2~E2Ev!2/2Gv0
2 #. ~9!

Here Nct0 and Nvt0 are the DOS values atEc and Ev , re-
spectively, whileEc0 andGv0 are the corresponding width
of the above distributions.

Turning to the parameters used in the numerical simu
tions we point out that in our initial choice of parameters
have used the following procedure. When we had an exp
mentally determined parameter we carried out the ini
computation with this parameter. Then, after we derived
other parameters, from the trials to fit the results of Fig.
we rechecked the effect of our initial choice on these para
eters and we reconsidered them. For parameters for w
we could only guess their values~such as the capture coe
ficients of the states25,33,36! we run our simulations with vari-
ous plausible values. Since we have here the experime
value of Ec2EF we did not try to determineEF from the
DOS model36 and assumed that there are very shallow
nors that in combination with the suggested DOS map y
the experimentally observed value ofEF2Ev . The other pa-
rameter associated with the energy scale of the system
course the energy gap. Considering initially~see the Appen-
dix! a disordered semiconductor with a pseudo-band-g
Eg , of 1.8 eV, we found that the results are not sensitive
the value ofEg . For the values of the mobilities, we hav
taken initially constants independent of temperature~for
which there is also some evidence13,15 in mc-Si:H) in order
to concentrate on the recombination mechanism that yi
~in particular via the mobility-independent quantitiesge and
gh) the DOS map. For the electrons, a completely indep
dent study39 on our samples suggested that the drift mobil
in our system is of the order of 1 cm2/V sec. This gave us ou
anchor for the mobility value used in the simulations. As
will see in Sec. V the important parameter involved, ho
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ever, is the ratio of the electron to hole mobilities.
mc-Si:H the corresponding ratios reported5,40,41 range be-
tween 1 and 200. Of course the derivation of the free car
mobility from the various experiments in disordered sem
conductors is not a resolved issue42 and thus we have use
this ratio as a fitting parameter.

As we pointed out above the well-known attempt in sim
lations such as ours31 is to solve the concentrations of ele
trons,n, and holes,p, under the application of illumination
i.e., under a given carrier generation rate. In our meas
ments this was in the range betweenG51019 and
1021 cm23 sec21, and thus~while we have checked the ef
fect of G on the results! we have chosen for this paper t
present only the results forG5531019 cm23 sec21, noting
that, as will be mentioned in Sec. V, the qualitative behav
of the simulation results was not too sensitive to the parti
lar choice ofG in the above experimental range.

Assuming then a given DOS distribution with its corr
sponding parameters we solved the above kinetic stea
state and charge neutrality equations by applying
Newton-Raphson method for finding the roots ofn andp.43

In the numerical calculation of the integrals~5!–~7! we have
applied Simpson’s method for numerical integration.43 Once
n and p were found we expressed the results by (mt)e
[me(n2n0)/G and (mt)h[mh(p2p0)/G. The corre-
sponding light intensity exponents were simply determin
for ge21 andgh21 as explained above.

Last but not least, it is important to emphasize that
observed that our requirement for a simultaneous fit of
temperature dependence ofall four phototransport propertie
with the experimental results is stringent enough to red
the model-parameter space very significantly.30 This was to
the degree that, of the many possible scenarios, only
above-mentioned two@Eqs.~8! and~9!# can be considered to
be the simplest plausible scenarios in our samples.

V. RESULTS OF THE MODEL SIMULATIONS

A. Preface

We start the review of our simulation study by noting th
the present experimental results, in particular thegh,1/2
value, cannot be a result of a recombination in a single-le
center or a collection of discrete recombination levels of
same type33,36 ~say, donorlike centers!. The need to assum
then a system more complex than the single-level center
the one hand, the expectation of a continuous distribution
states in such a disordered system asmc-Si:H, on the other
hand, and the perfect agreement of thege(T) behavior with
the simple theory of Rose25 leave little doubt that at least on
continuous distribution of states, i.e., a band-tail state dis
bution, must exist in our material. According to that theo
as given by Eq.~1!, the behavior we observe forge(T) in
Fig. 1~b! appears to represent an exponential conduc
band tail25,35 with a width of Ec050.03 eV. Since the tem
perature dependence ofge is, in principle, determined35 by
the combination of both the energy dependence of the D
in the conduction-band tail and in the valence-band tail,
have checked the above conclusion thoroughly by also
suming discrete levels, exponential band tails, Gaussian b
3-5
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tails, steplike band tails, and exponential ‘‘square-root-lik
band tails~see definitions in the Appendix! for the conduc-
tion band tail. In all these cases the results, in particular
ge(T) andgh(T) dependencies, were very different from th
monotonic behaviors shown in Fig. 1. Consequently, and
accord with the existing analytical theories,25,35 we view the
observedge(T) dependence as well accounted for by an
ponential conduction-band tail, and thus as a salient fea
of the DOS map of the samples under study. We furt
found then that it wasonly the case of donorlike states in th
conduction-band tail that enabled~for all the state distribu-
tions that we have tried for the rest of the pseudogap! the
derivation of computed results that resemble the experim
tally observedgh(T) dependence. Hence, the other salie
feature that we concluded from the experimental data
that of donorlike states in the conduction-band tail, and t
we show below onlythe results for which such a charact
has been assumed for the conduction-band tail states. In
follows we present the results of the three model maps
enabled us to conclude the most likely DOS map scenario
the single-phasemc-Si:H samples that we studied here. Als
as pointed out in Sec. III, it appears from the absence
thermal quenching and sensitization effects in the exp
mental results that the concentration of dangling bond
negligible in comparison with that of other states. Hence,
assume initially that there are no dangling bonds in the s
tem, showing later that this initial assumption is well jus
fied. The sensitivity of the results to the choice of a para
eter will be presented, however, by showing results for th
parameter values.

B. Two exponential band tails

We start the presentation of the results of our simulati
by showing a typical case that yields a clear disagreem
with the experimental behavior shown in Fig. 1. The ca
that we have chosen to show follows the results that w
obtained with the most obvious complementary type of
combination centers,36 i.e. acceptor-like centers that belon
to an exponential valence band-tail.

In Fig. 2 we show, as an example, the computed f
phototransport properties as a function of temperature fo
model that contains an exponential conduction-band
with a width of 0.03 eV and donorlike states, in addition
an exponential valence-band tail of acceptor-like states.
illustrate the DOS distribution,g(E), of this model for three
valence-band-tail widths in the right column of the figur
These DOS maps are derived by considering all the st
that participate in the recombination at ourG55
31019 cm23 sec21 generation rate and at 15 K. The latt
conditions enable the map to include practically all the sta
in the pseudogap. As is clearly seen for the reasonable ra
of exponential valence-band-tail widths~i.e., in the range of
1023 to 1021 eV), Ev0 , the results are in conspicuous di
agreement with the experimental results of Fig. 1. In parti
lar, we found that changes in the capture coefficients~within
the reasonable limits of 1026 to 10215 cm3 sec21) or in the
generation rate~within our experimental range! have been
found to affect some features of the results shown in Fig
03520
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but not in a manner that can enhance significantly the res
blance between the computed behaviors and the experim
tal dependencies shown in Fig. 1. Also, reversing the na
of the types of states in the two band tails yielded results
were even further away from the experimental behavior. C
respondingly, we conclude that the state distribution in
vicinity of the valence band is not exponential band-tail-lik

C. Conduction-band tail and discrete-level centers

Following our attempt to map the distribution of the oth
~beyond the conduction-band tail! states in the pseudogap
we turned to the simplest possibility, the one that can be
effective representation of a continuous distribution, i.e., t
of centers with a single discrete level in the vicinity ofEv .
Looking for an initial value for the concentration of suc
centers, we noted that in our recent work22 on the corre-
spondinga-Si:H samples~see Sec. II! we found a concen-
tration of about 1018 cm23 discrete-level acceptor state
Nta . For these acceptors the capture coefficient for the e
trons Cna was taken to be 1028 cm3 sec21 and the capture
coefficient for holesCpa was taken to be 1026 cm3 sec21.
Following that finding and the importance of starting fro
the simplest plausible model, we turned to check whet
such a concentration of single-level acceptor states could
responsible for the behavior observed in Fig. 1. Later, as
be described below, we reexamined this initial value ofNta .

We have carried out then the simulations for a wide ran
of the energy level of the states,Eta . Our optimal selection
of Eta was based on results such as those shown in Fig. 3
three plausible positions ofEta ~which are presented in th
right column of the figure!. It is seen from these results tha
our best choice is the case shown in the second row of
figure, i.e., that ofEta50.125 eV. We found that this fit with
the qualitative behavior shown in Fig. 1 becomes noticea
worse as we tryEta values outside the 0.12560.030 eV in-
terval~for a better quantitative fit, however, see below!. Hav-
ing the latter value as an initial guess forEta , we returned to
reexamine the value that we have chosen initially forNta .
The determination of the corresponding optimal value w
done then with the help of results such as those shown in
4. As we see, forNta.1018 cm23, there is a very good fit
with the behavior shown in Fig. 1.

Following the above results the question that arises
whether we can still get a better quantitative agreement w
the experimental data by considering possible tempera
dependencies of some of the phototransport parameters
illustrate the possible effects of such temperature depen
cies of the mobility44 and/or the capture coefficient45 on the
behavior shown in the second row of Fig. 3 we present
corresponding results in Fig. 5. For the mobilities@Fig. 5~a!#
we have used the valuesme5(300/T)1.5 and mh
51023(300/T)1.5 cm2/V sec, while for the capture coeffi
cients of the discrete-level states@Fig. 5~b!# we have used the
values Cna51028(T/300)2 cm3 sec21 and Cpa
51026(T/300)2 cm3 sec21. This is instead of the constan
values (1028 and 1026 cm3 sec21) that we used for the deri
vation of Figs. 3 and 4. These latter phenomenological r
resentations improve the temperature dependence of thmt
3-6
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FIG. 2. The simulated tem-
perature dependence of the fou
phototransport properties for th
same conduction band tail but fo
three widths~0.005, 0.05, and 0.1
eV! of the exponential band tail o
the valence band. Note that th
third column represents the corre
sponding DOS in the pseudogap
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e.,
products so that they become quantitatively very close to
results shown in Fig. 1. It seems to us, however, that
most likely explanation for the quantitative discrepancy,
the strength of the temperature dependence of themt prod-
ucts, between the experimental results and the results g
in the second row of Fig. 3 is due to the effect of therm
fluctuations on the effective DOS for recombination.46 Such
an effect has been considered already in works
a-Si:H.46,47Assuming a band tail with a width that increas
faster at higher temperatures has already been sho47

to lead to a weaker temperature dependence of themt prod-
ucts in comparison with the case for which this effect h
not been considered. In fact, support for this explanat
follows the observation that using this assumption led t
much better agreement with experimental results in the c
of a-Si:H.47

Another important issue is the values of the mobilities
the two carriers that we have chosen in order to fit the
03520
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perimentally derived magnitudes of themt products. Carry-
ing out intensive simulations in order to check whether
can get a quantitative fit with mobilities such as those
a-Si:H, we changed the capture coefficients of either or b
carriers. This study led us to the conclusion that su
changes cannot yield the desired agreement with the exp
mental results and we were forced to assume large mob
ratios of me /mh5103. The important consequence of th
interesting result is that in our system, under the assum
generation rates and temperature range, we have thatp2p0
.n2n0 , and that it is only the largeme /mh ratio that makes
electrons the majority photocarriers. This rather unexpec
result will be discussed in more detail in Sec. VI.

As for the parameters for which we had initial values, i.
EF2Ev and G, we found that for our ‘‘best’’ fitted param-
eters ofEta50.125 eV andNta51018 cm23 the results were
much the same as in the range of 1.0<EF2Ev<1.3 eV. For
higher EF2Ev values (EF2Ev>1.5 eV) we got, however,
3-7
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FIG. 3. The simulated tem-
perature dependence of the fou
phototransport properties for thre
possible positions of the energ
level, of 1018 cm23 acceptorlike
centers, that lies close to the va
lence band. The second row corre
sponds to the intermediate valu
of Eta50.125 eV. In the third col-
umn we show the DOS for the
continuous state distribution
g(E), and the concentration of the
single-level acceptorlike center
Nta .
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the
considerable deviations from the behaviors shown in Fig
and in the second row of Fig. 3. For the carrier generat
rate we found that the results are not too sensitive to
values ofG in the range 1017<G<1021 cm23 sec21.

In order to find out how well can we establish that t
DOS map found here is different from that ofa-Si:H, we
have added dangling bonds to the model of our ‘‘best’’ ca
~second row of Fig. 3,Eta5Ev10.125 eV) by applying the
dangling bond model and the dangling bond parameter
Tran36 ~see Sec. IV and the Appendix!. Some results of the
corresponding study are shown in Fig. 6 for three concen
tions of dangling bondsNdb (1014, 1015, and 1016 cm23). In
this figure we show, in the first two columns, the compu
phototransport parameters as in Figs. 2–4 and in the r
column we have added to our ‘‘best’’ case~the DOS of the
second row of Fig. 3! the concentration of dangling bond
One notes that for the position ofEF and the very low tem-
perature chosen, all the dangling bonds are negativ
charged and thusNdb is represented by the discrete line
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E2Ev51.25 eV. As seen from the comparison of these
sults and the results in Fig. 1, only forNdb values larger than
1014 cm23 will the effect of the dangling bonds be noticeab
in the experimental data. This suggests that for all pract
purposesthere are no dangling bondsin our samples.

It is important to point out again that for all the simula
tions, the results of which are shown in Figs. 3–6, we fou
that a change of the character of the valence-band-tail st
from acceptorlike to neutral-like or even to donorlike did n
change the results in any significant way. But again, cha
ing the character of the conduction-band-tail states
neutral-like or acceptorlike yielded very significant devi
tions from the experimental behaviors of (mt)e , (mt)h , and
gh(T).

In order to get a better understanding of the recombi
tion process, we show in Fig. 7 the temperature depende
of the total concentrations of free carriers as well as
concentrations of carriers in the defect states~electron-empty
acceptorlike and electron-occupied donorlike! that are neu-
3-8
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FIG. 4. The simulated tem-
perature dependence of the fou
phototransport properties for thre
concentrations of the accepto
like states (1017, 1018, and 1019

cm23), the level of which lies at
Ea50.125 eV.
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tral @Fig. 7~a!#, as well as the recombination rates via t
defect states@Fig. 7~b!#. These concentrations of holes in th
acceptor level,Pta @5Ni2nti , where i 5a in Eq. ~4!# and
electrons in the donor levels,Nct @5nt in Eq. ~5! with the
substitution ofN(E) of Eq. ~8! asNt(E)], were obtained for
our standard generation rate ofG5531019 cm23 sec21. We
note from the equality ofNct andPta that Nct is simply the
concentration of electrons that have been transferred to
conduction-band tail from the acceptor states, under the
plied G. As to be expected, from the relatively small conce
trations of free carriers, this is the result of our charge n
trality condition. In Fig. 7~b! we see that the dominan
recombination is via the acceptorlike states,Gta @5r i2gi
for i 5a; see Eq.~2!# rather than via the conduction-band-ta
states,Gct @5r c2gc , for Cn5Cnc and Cp5Cpc ; see Eq.
~7!#. This is aclear demonstrationof the Rose model25 and
its extension35 in which the charge neutrality requireme
and the position of the Fermi level force the aboveTc /(Tc
03520
he
p-
-
-

1T) behavior@Eq. ~1!# to be determined by the width of th
conduction-band tail, in spite of the fact that the domina
recombination takes place elsewhere.

To further demonstrate the effect of the temperature
the distribution of the recombination-available centers
show in Fig. 8 the DOS map of the active recombinati
centers~that are responsible for the results shown in Figs
4, 6, and 7! for three temperatures. The gray area represe
the collection of states that participate in the recombinat
for our ‘‘standard’’ case ofNta51018 cm23 and Eta2EF
50.125 eV. The results show the systematic decrease o
concentration of both types of such effective centers wh
the temperature is increased. These results stress in parti
the increase in the occupation of the active band-tail sta
with decreasing temperature~and/or the increase ofG! and
show how the energy range of these states is broadened
decreasing temperature. In fact, the peak in the conduct
band-tail states is a demonstration of the Rose25 concept of
3-9
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BALBERG, DOVER, NAIDES, CONDE, AND CHU PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 035203 ~2004!
the demarcation level for a continuous distribution of stat
The demarcation level separates states the occupatio
which is controlled by recombination~the deeper-lying
states! and states the occupation of which is controlled
‘‘thermal excitation’’ or ‘‘thermal communication’’ with a
band edge~the shallow states!. We demonstrate the manifes
tation of the continuous character of this concept in cont
with the abrupt change that was considered in the sim
analytic theory of Rose. The position of the observed p
can be defined then as the demarcation level in the case
continuous distribution of states.

D. Gaussian valence-band tail

Let us turn now to the DOS maps that are more natur
expected for a disordered semiconductor. We know that,
pending on the nature of the disorder that prevails in
semiconductor, various types of band tails other than ex
nential tails are plausible.26,48,49 Following our systematic
study of two exponential tails~see Fig. 2!, two square-root-
like tails, two steplike tails or combinations of an expone
tial with a square-root band tail or with a steplike band t
~see Ref. 46 as well as the Appendix for definitions! we
concluded that~with any reasonable set of parameters! one
cannot reproduce the behavior shown in Fig. 1. On the o
hand, we were able to find a very strong resemblance
tween our simulation results for two band tails and this
havior when we assumed a model that included our abo
given standard conduction-band tail and a Gaussian vale
band tail. Correspondingly we show here only the resu
obtained with the latter DOS map.

Before we describe our results, let us recall that for
conduction-band tail we have used as a parameter
well-known44 effective density of states atEc . Similarly, we
use here the corresponding DOS value atEv ~with a value
that is well accepted also for disordered silicon systems36!,
i.e.,Nvt051021 cm23 eV21. The parameter we need here~of

FIG. 5. Results such as those in Figs. 3 and 4 forEa

50.125 eV andNta51018 cm23 but with temperature-dependen
mobilities ~a! or temperature-dependent capture coefficients~b!.
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which we have no prior knowledge! is the width of the
Gaussian valence-band tail,Gv0 . To find this parameter we
searched the reasonable range of 1021>Gv0>1023 eV.

For a better quantitative agreement with the experime
mt values we have chosen here ame /mh ratio of 104 rather
than 10 or 100, which is the typical36 ratio chosen for
a-Si:H, or the 103 ratio, which we have chosen above for th
discrete-level case. This, as pointed out already, is no
trivial result since its implication is that it is the mobility tha
makes the single-phasemc-Si:H an n-type photoconductor.
While initially unexpected we may note thatme /mh ratios as
large as 200 have been reported41 for mc-Si:H. In our case
we may attribute the particular high ratio to the narro
valance-band tail that we find here.

The result of our attempt to estimate then the value ofGv0
is presented in Fig. 9 where we show the temperature de
dence of the phototransport properties for three Gaus
band-tail widths. These results were derived with the sa
capture coefficients that we used for the discrete acce
level. For the conduction-band tail we have used here
same parameters that were used in the simulations that le
Figs. 2–8. As we see, theGv05331022 eV case is the one
that yields the best fit. However, as in the case of Fig. 3,
have, as far as the strength of the temperature dependen
the above properties is concerned, a poor quantitative ag
ment with the results of Fig. 1. Again, as in the discre
acceptor case, we got a significant improvement in the qu
titative agreement with the experimental results by assum
that the capture coefficient of the electrons in the center
the valence-band-tail states,Cnv , increases with increasing
temperatures as (T/300)3. Indeed, the corresponding result
shown in Fig. 10, exhibit thebest quantitative agreemen
between the simulated results and the experimental res
that we were able to obtain in this work. On the other ha
introducing only the temperature dependence of the mobi
or the temperature dependence of the hole capture co
cient,Cpv , did not yield much of an improvement.

Turning to the recombination process we show in Fig.
as in Fig. 7, that the charge neutrality is maintained by
compensation of the two types of neutral states of the
band tails ~electrons in the conduction-band tailNct and
holes in the valence-band tailPvt) and that the recombina
tion rate via the Gaussian valence-band tail,Gvt , dominates
the recombination rate via the conduction-band tailGct .
Again, we note that the results do not depend critically
the other parameters of the system. The important poin
however, that within a reasonable volume of the parame
space the experimental results can be reproduced. The c
sponding scenario as exhibited by the DOS of its occup
states is illustrated in Fig. 12. As shown in Fig. 13 we c
conclude that in the present scenario, as with the discr
level acceptor scenario~Fig. 6!, the experimental data sug
gest that there are less than 1015 cm23 dangling bonds in our
samples.

Summarizing the results presented in this section, we
conclude that the possibility to account for the experimen
data of both themt’s andg’s, quantitatively seems to be be
fulfilled by applying a Gaussian valence-band tail. As will b
discussed below this is in excellent agreement with many
3-10
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FIG. 6. The effect of the dan-
gling bond concentration Ndb

(1014, 1015, 1016 cm23) on the
behavior of the phototranspor
properties for a model that in
cludes centers with a discret
level atEta50.125 eV, and a con-
centration of 1018 cm23 acceptors.
~Note that the concentration of th
negatively charged dangling
bonds is given in the right col-
umn.!
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the DOS maps that were suggested for polycrystalline sili
materials.50–57The results of our model simulations also su
gest quite convincingly that the DOS of our single-pha
mc-Si:H is very different from that ofa-Si:H.

VI. DISCUSSION

In this section we discuss the main advantages of
method for the derivation of DOS maps, the possible t
scenarios that emerge from the findings described in Se
and the corresponding consequences regarding the tran
and phototransport in our single-phasemc-Si:H.

A. The advantages of the present method

As we have shown in previous works22,30 and in Sec. V,
our requirement of a simultaneous agreement of the temp
ture dependencies ofall four computed phototransport prop
erties with the experimental data is quite a stringent one
03520
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~unlike most methods! it enforces four cross self-consistenc
tests. This advantage of the method was manifested in
present work by our ability to conclude in Sec. V that, of t
variety of possible model scenarios, there are only two t
can approximate the actual DOS map in the material un
study. In both scenarios there is an exponential conduct
band tail, of donorlike states, with a width of 0.03 eV. W
have proven that these characteristics are robust feature
the material. While no quantitative determinations of t
band-tail width inmc-Si:H were reported, our results ar
consistent with previous works38,58,59that indicated the pres
ence of localized~and in particular donorlike59! states adja-
cent to the conduction-band edge. Our findings demonst
that our above stringent requirement enables us not onl
limit the number of possible scenarios~e.g., the basic fea-
tures of the DOS map! but also to narrow down the param
eter space of a scenario that is found~e.g., the band-tail
widths!. In particular our method is proven to meet the cal26
3-11
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BALBERG, DOVER, NAIDES, CONDE, AND CHU PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 035203 ~2004!
~and to overcome the difficulty60! for an experimental
method that can determine~or distinguish! the shapes of the
band tails. This is a clear advantage over the difficulty a
complexity with other methods that were attempted51–56,61

for the same purpose. We note, however, in passing tha
obtain high certainty of the uniqueness of the fitted mod
one must examine systematically and critically the effect
each parameter of the model on the results. In this sense
present approach yields a general recipe for the derivatio
the DOS map but it requires the specific knowledge or
least an initial guess of the parameters.

B. The two possible scenarios

Our present work is experimental proof of how robust a
well founded the Rose theory25 is for an exponential band
tail, in our case a conduction-band tail. On the other ha
for the state distribution in the vicinity of the valence ba
we found two scenarios. One is that of single-level accep
like centers that lie 0.125 eV above the valence-band e
and the other of a Gaussian valence-band tail that has a w
of 0.03 eV. Another finding in our study is that our expe
mental results indicate the absence of dangling bonds
particular, our simulations show that, for both scenarios

FIG. 7. The temperature dependence of the free carrier con
tration ~n andp! and the electron occupied states in the conducti
band tail,Nct , and the concentration of the hole occupied state
the acceptors’ level,Pta , ~a!, as well as the corresponding recom
bination rates (Gct andGta) via these states~b!. This is for acceptor
centers with a concentration ofNta51018 cm23, and a single-level
energy ofEta2Ev50.125 eV.
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there are dangling bonds in our samples, their concentra
is lower than 1015 cm23. Following these results, but con
sidering the many works29,62,63 on heterogeneousmc-Si:H,
we must conclude that the dangling bonds discovered
those works are due to thea-Si:H phase embedded in th
corresponding samples. For example, the suggestion64 that at
high temperatures the recombination involves dangl
bonds, while at low temperature it involves only band-t
states, was derived for a material that consists of 25 vol. %
a-Si:H. Since this is also the scenario36 in a-Si:H, it is not
unexpected that the latter phase dominates the recombin
in heterogeneousmc-Si:H. We can thus safely assume th
the single-phasemc-Si:H has, except for the width of its
conduction-band tail, a very different DOS map thana-Si:H.

The issue that arises from the fact that we have, in p
ciple, two plausible scenarios for the DOS map is which
them is the more likely one. We saw that the data can be w
fitted in the vicinity ofEv by either the single-level center
or the Gaussian band-tail centers. While the existence of
former cannot be ruled out completely, there are quite a
arguments that support the second scenario. First, for rea
able values ofNta , the overall agreement between the mod
simulations and the experimental data was better with
Gaussian band tail than with the single-level centers. A

n-
-
n

FIG. 8. The DOS map of the states that participate in a reco
bination process for three temperatures. This is for a system w
conduction-band tail with a width of 0.03 eV and a total accep
concentration ofNta51018 cm23, with an acceptor center level a
Eta50.125 eV.
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FIG. 9. The simulated tem-
perature dependence of the fou
phototransport properties for thre
widths ~0.01, 0.03, and 0.07 eV!
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the reasonable good agreement with the single-level-
centers can be interpreted as due to the fact that this si
level is simply an effective representation of the Gauss
band tail that actually exists. Third, we know that in pol
crytalline silicon,50–57 which is a ‘‘more ordered’’ system
than mc-Si:H, there is a valence-band tail, rather than
single-level center, that accounts for very many data. In f
two band tails are usually concluded in those systems
some polycrystalline silicon materials a Gaussian-l
conduction-band tail has been reported,56 and in others a
Gaussian-like valence-band tail has been suggested.55 Con-
cluding from the above discussion that a Gaussian-like b
tail is the more likely scenario, we note in passing that wh
initially Gaussian band tails were suggested o
theoretically,48 in recent years such band tails have be
proven experimentally for organic65 and inorganic
semiconductors.46 The finding of a Gaussian band tail is o
quite general importance since the transport and phototr
03520
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port mechanisms in such a band tail may be quite differ
than in exponential band tails.46,48,66This Gaussian band tai
may be the reason for the very low mobility values that
found for the holes compared to what we found in the ex
nential band tail for the electrons~see Sec. V!. It is of no
surprise thatthe electrons and the holes conduct via differe
mechanisms in our single-phasemc-Si:H ~see below!. The
latter conclusion is also in accordance with the findings
polycrystalline silicon for which low-temperature transpo
in the band tails and higher-temperature conduction in
bands themselves have been suggested.57 We see then tha
our conclusion concerning the state distribution in sing
phasemc-Si-H is more reminiscent of that of polycrystallin
silicon than that ofa-Si:H. This conclusion does not apply
however, when we consider the character of the band
states. For polycrystalline silicon it was usually conclude53

that the conduction-band-tail states have an acceptor
character while the valence-band-tail states have a dono
3-13
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character. This is not the case fora-Si:H where the characte
of the band-tail states is not well established at this date
different characters of these states have been propose
different studies.35,36

The above conclusions suggest that the crystall
encapsulating layer inmc-Si:H is different from that of the
grain boundaries in polycrystalline silicon and that of hom
geneousa-Si:H. This conclusion may be explained by th
recent finding that the features of the SiuH bonds and the
effect they impose on their neighborhood may be commo
various hydrogenated silicon systems67–69and that they may
be due to the bond bending70 that is associated with the ‘‘sur
face character’’ of the defects in the encapsulating layer. T
is in contrast to the ‘‘bulk character’’ of the bonds in hom
geneousa-Si:H. In particular, it appears that while the sta
distribution is determined by the structural disorder in t
disordered layer, it is the hydrogenation6,71 that may turn
around the character of the states.

C. The transport and phototransport in single-phaseµc-Si:H

Let us consider now the consequences of our spec
scopic findings on the understanding of the transport
phototransport mechanisms in single-phasemc-Si:H. The ef-
fect of the state distribution on these processes in disord
semiconductors has been considered by quite a
authors46,48,66,71,72and some of them13,64emphasized the role

FIG. 10. The simulated temperature dependence of the four
totransport properties in an attempt to get a quantitative fit to
experimental data shown in Fig. 1. This is for the case of a Gaus
valence-band tail, with a width of 331022 eV and a temperature
dependent capture coefficient of the electrons in this band tail.
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of the band tails on the conduction process inmc-Si:H. We
have concluded in the above discussion that the expone
band tail with donorlike states and the Gaussian valen
band tail with ‘‘unspecified’’ character states originate fro
the disordered silicon layer. Considering the fact that b
our structural and phototransport analyses do not revea
a-Si:H phase we can conclude that our samples consis
silicon crystallites and their boundaries, and thus we m
ignore models ofmc-Si:H/a-Si:H mixtures. In the most
common model to explain the transport in these system2,8

the transport takes place within the crystallites and then
tunneling20 or thermal emission73 between the crystallites
Our results are consistent with the alternative interpretatio8

i.e., that the phototransport is carried out throughout the c
tinuous network of the boundaries. This is because the p
totransport is dominated by a disordered silicon layer a
because the hole mobility that we concluded is very sm
compared to that of polycrystalline silicon and evena-Si:H.
In fact, the largeme /mh ratio was already suggested74 to be
the signature of a disordered system, while a small ratio w
suggested to be the fingerprint of intercrystallite transp
The inherent asymmetry that we found in the band tails p
vides an explanation for the asymmetry in the mobility v

o-
e
an

FIG. 11. ~a! The temperature dependence of the free carr
concentrations~n and p!, the electron occupied states in th
conduction-band tail,Nct , and the concentration of hole occupie
states, in the Gaussian valence-band tail,Pvt . ~b! The temperature
dependence of the recombination rates via the band-tail statesGct

andGvt) for a Gaussian valence band tail with a width ofGv053
31022 eV. This is under the conditions used in the derivation
Fig. 10.
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ues of the two charge carriers. For the electrons the co
sponding conduction-band tail~which is very reminiscent of
that in a-Si:H) enables extended state conduction24,71 with
mobility values similar to those found ina-Si:H.32,71 In con-
trast, for the holes, the low mobility can be associated w
the conduction between localized states in general71 and hop-
ping conduction~that is manifested by very small mobilit
values71,72! at the transport energy level75 in particular. The
latter may coincide with the ‘‘single effective’’ level of th
centers that we found to represent the Gaussian valence-
tail.

The fact that our phototransport data results are consis
with the transport and recombination in the disorde
‘‘grain boundary’’ silicon layer raises the question of the l
cation of the carrier photogeneration. It turns out that opti
absorption measurements on microcrystalline silicon, w
crystallite sizes such as in our samples, suggest that a
40% of the light absorption takes place in the disorde
silicon layer.19 In the corresponding study this layer was e
timated to be 18 Å thick, and to have an intermediate abso

FIG. 12. The DOS map of the centers that participate in
recombination for three temperatures. This is for the case o
Gaussian valence-band tail that yielded the behaviors present
Fig. 10.
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tion between that of crystalline silicon and that ofa-Si:H.
These findings further suggest that the carrier generation
we use in our phototransport measurements takes place i
layer rather than in the crystallites.

Motivated by the above conjecture regarding the transp
route we have turned to its direct test by applying local sc
ning techniques. We have applied scanning tunneling mic
copy ~STM! and conductance atomic force microscopy~C-
AFM! in order to find whether the main current route is v
the disordered layer or via the crystallites. The results t
we obtained76 by both techniques and on both sets
samples do indeed confirm the possibility that we conj
tured from the DOS that we derived, i.e., that the transp
takes place in the disordered silicon layer.

As for the heterogeneousmc-Si:H system, it is expected77

that as the crystallites become larger, there will be a tra
tion from the layer transport, suggested here, to the one
countered in polycrystalline silicon. Since these two types
transport are different from those ofa-Si:H our results also
resolve then the ‘‘striking similarities ofmc-Si:H and
a-Si:H’’ that were claimed58 previously. It appears that suc
conclusions that were derived on heterogeneous syst
were associated mainly with thea-Si:H phase that exists
there.

In conclusion, in addition to the main result of this wor
i.e., the derivation of the DOS map in single-phasemc-Si:H,
we were able to suggest that the transport and phototrans
take place in the disordered silicon layer that wraps the c
tallites. The conduction mechanism is that of transport
extended states for the electrons and that of hopping con
tion between localized states for the holes. We also fou
that our specific findings have some general conseque
for the basic physics of disordered semiconductors in gen
and for chalcogenide glasses, organic semiconductors, p
crystalline systems, and porous silicon networks in parti
lar. In all these cases, band tails in general and Gaus
band tails in particular seem to be present, showing that
tended states and hopping conduction may dominate not
the transport but also the phototransport in them.
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APPENDIX: THE VALUES OF THE PARAMETERS USED
IN THE SIMULATIONS

The parameters used in our models, in Sec. V, unl
specified otherwise, were as follows. Starting with the ba
gap of the system,Eg , we realize that it has not been studie
previously for single-phasemc-Si:H. On the other hand, val
ues between that ofc-Si ~i.e., 1.1 eV! and that ofa-Si:H
~i.e., 1.8 eV! have been reported13,19,62,64,78for multiphase
mc-Si:H, and thus we could not pinpoint its value for o
single-phase samples. Since we did not find any signific
effect of the particular choice within the above range of pla
sible Eg values and since our preliminary conclusion w

e
a
in
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FIG. 13. The effect of the
dangling-bond concentration o
the behavior of the phototranspo
properties for the case of a Gaus
ian valence-band tail with a width
of Gv05331022 eV and accep-
torlike centers. This is for the con
ditions that yielded the results
shown in Fig. 9 for the sameGv0

and for the dangling bond concen
trations Ndb51014, 1015, and
1016 cm23.
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that the phototransport of the electrons takes place in a
ordered hydrogenated silicon tissue, we adopted the 1.8
value ofa-Si:H for Eg andEv11.3 eV forEF ~see Sec. III!
as the common parameters in our simulations. Similarly,
the multiphasemc-Si:H reported7,74,79 values for the effec-
tive ~Hall and drift! electron mobility,me , range from the
order of 0.1 to the order of 50 cm2/V sec. However, gener
ally, temperature-independent values13 of the order of 1
cm2/V sec were concluded5,16,41,73for ‘‘intrinsic’’ mc-Si:H.
We have assumed~unless specified otherwise! a temperature-
independent constant value of 1 cm2/V sec for the electrons
in our system. For the value of the hole mobility,mh , the
estimates range from about 10 times5,79 to 200 times41

smaller than that of the electrons. However, the proximity
the former ratio to the ratio common fora-Si:H ~Refs. 36
and 80! suggests that this value may have to do with
latter phase. Our approach was to take the value ofmh as the
value that fits best our experimental phototransport data

In our model the effective density of states at the ba
03520
is-
V

r

f

e

d

edges (Ec andEv) Nc andNv were taken for simplicity to be
a constant with the known value of crystalline silicon44 and
other silicon systems,36 i.e., 2.531019 cm23. In view of the
discussion in Secs. III, IV, and V, the correspondi
conduction-band tail was assumed to have an expone
state distribution with a density of states ofNct0
51021 cm23 eV21 ~at Ec) and a width,Ec0 , of 0.03 eV. For
the valence-band tail we assumedNvt051021 cm23 eV21

and considered mainly the Gaussian distribution with
best-fit width,Gv0 , of 0.03 eV. The capture coefficient fo
the electrons for the corresponding donor states in
conduction-band tail,Cnc @seeCn in Eq. ~7!#, was taken to
be much larger than that for the holes,Cpc ~see below!. This
assumption of evident donorlike states was borne out, as
scribed in Sec. V, from our findings. For the other states t
were included in our simulation model the standard para
eters of the centers of the discrete acceptor level were
rived as follows. First, the energetic position of this lev
Eta2Ev , was chosen by the best fit as 0.125 eV. Seco
3-16
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with no availablea priori values for the capture coefficien
in the single-phasemc-Si:H the preliminary orders of mag
nitude of the capture coefficients were taken as those
mated for crystalline, amorphous,36 or polymorphous
silicon.81 Following many trials for the best fit with the ex
perimental data we have chosen the following parameter
our standard set. The capture coefficient for the electr
in the conduction-band tail,Cnc , was taken to be
1029 cm3 sec21 while the capture coefficient for the holes
this tail, Cpc , was taken to be 10215 cm3 sec21. When
valence-band-tail states with various distributions were c
sidered, we found the results to be insensitive to the cha
ter of the states. However, for the presentation given here
show only the results that were obtained when we assu
acceptorlike states. The corresponding discrete or band
capture coefficients that we have assumed were, respecti
a-

nt
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Cna or Cnv51028 cm3 sec21 for the electrons, andCpa or
Cpv51026 cm3 eV21 for the holes.

The other possible types of band tails that we have tes
were ‘‘exponential square-root tails’’„which we defined by
Nvt(E)5Nvt0 exp$2@(E2Ev)/Sv0#

1/2%…, and steplike tails
~which is defined byNvt(E)5Nvt0 , for the rangeEv<E
<Ev1Wv and Nvt(E)50 otherwise, whereWv is the
‘‘width’’ of this tail. When dangling bonds were added to th
models, we have used for them the parameters of the s
dard~B1! model of Tran,36 i.e., that the energetic position o
the dangling bond isEdb2Ev50.75 eV, that the correlation
energyU is 0.4 eV, that the capture coefficients of the neut
dangling bond areCn05Cp05331029 cm3 sec21, and that
the capture coefficients of the charged dangling bonds
Cn15Cp25331028 cm3 sec21.
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